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Poetry in Visual Art:
A DEAF RETROSPECTIVE

Celebrating the 15-year Anniversary of the
DEAF CULTURE CENTRE
In Memory of Julie Martin (1964-2018)
This publication, featuring Canada’s diverse Deaf Visual
artists, is a five-year retrospective of the DEAF CULTURE
CENTRE art gallery exhibitions from 2016-2020. It
honours beloved late Julie Martin, ASL poet, Master
ASL Instructor, Deaf arts pioneer on the Canadian
Cultural Society of the Deaf Board of Directors,
responsible for the DEAF CULTURE CENTRE, Toronto,
Canada, supporting Deaf arts since its inception. She
grew up in Ontario’s Deaf provincial schools. She is a
sign language and Deaf arts role model.

About Julie Martin1
Julie Martin was born in Wisconsin, US to Canadian
parents. At age 12, she moved to Ontario and attended
E.C. Drury School for the Deaf. Later, her family moved
to BC and Julie went to Jericho Hill School for the
Deaf. She was a multi-talented athlete and was on the Canadian Deaf volleyball team for the 1985
Deaflympics in LA, California.
Julie graduated at Gallaudet University with her BA in Sign Communication (1994, renamed ASL)
and her MA in Signed Language Education (2014). She served as ASL instructor in the ASL & Deaf
Studies Department at Vancouver Community College beginning in 1995 until 2018 and served as
their Department Head. She also taught courses and workshops on ASL instruction, linguistics, and
literature to the Deaf and interpreting communities. She was a strong advocate for ASL, believing
that ASL should be the language of instruction in Deaf education.
Julie volunteered with the Canadian Cultural Society of the Deaf for 10 years, served as Training
and Evaluation Director, and lead the certification committee for ASL Instructors of Canada. She
worked as an American Sign Language Proficiency Interview (ASLPI) trainer, interviewer and rater.
Julie was Canada’s lead contact person for the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR/ CEFRL) in the international language group, Pro-Sign 2. Her life’s work reflects
her immense passion for ASL and ASL instruction. She was an amazing poet, storyteller and Deaf
“Rap” performer for Deaf children. In her ASL poetry, she used her unique signing technique, moving
in a style reminiscent of frame-by-frame vintage films. She was a great patron of Deaf arts through
her ongoing support as a volunteer and contributor to the Canadian Cultural Society of the Deaf.

1

Adapted from Julie Martin, Obituary, Vancouver Community College Publication, September, 2018.
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Maryam Hafizirad
Maryam Hafizirad is a Deaf Canadian Persian
painter and sculptor. Graduate of Isfahan
University of Fine Arts (2002) with her first
exhibition at age 18 in Iran, her award-winning
exhibitions have been featured in Iran, China,
Germany, Malaysia, India & Canada. Maryam’s
Persian classical early works were dark in
subject and colour with women’s faces and
bodies forbidden. When she moved to Malaysia
and settled in Canada, her work transformed.
She began painting bright Persian and De’VIA
metaphors (acrylic, crushed coloured glass
and watercolour) - pomegranates (symbols
of hidden love released) fish in water (sincere
human beings in her silent world of pure
beauty) and birds (embodying her newfound
freedom in this country). The third phase of her
work fuses these symbols in large mixed media
installation experiences with ceramic, colourful,
glazed sculptures, handshapes and large eyes
affirming her Deaf identity, graceful language,
quiet strength and life itself.

Eyes Must Be Washed 2016
My project desire is for our Deaf “voices” f rom all walks of life to be heard. We want to help the
hearing community to understand where Deaf people stand in our society and to know how Deaf
people would like to be perceived. There are two rooms that consist of two video cameras, a bowl
of water, and projectors. Eight collages are plastered along the wall. When people walk into the
first room it features art works depicting “disabled” human beings who do not hear or speak,
They will judge the appearances of these people as disabled. Then they view a short video of a
person who signs “PLEASE WASH YOUR EYES”. When they do what was asked, “purifying their
sight” they then will enter into the second room. In the second room, they see different art works
depicting the same individuals this time highlighting their real beauty. The whole purpose of this
project is to help the hearing community to see Deaf human beings in a completely different,
new positive light.
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Wei Wang
Ms. Wang is an inspiring and innovative young
Deaf Canadian Chinese artist specializing in
western oil painting a well as Chinese Inside-ofBottle painting.
Wei started her painting lessons at the age of
four in China. During her teenage years, she
received rigorous training in Chinese painting
from Mr. Yingzhi Gu, one of the famous Chinese
painting masters. In 2003 Ms. Wang immigrated
to Canada. Subsequently she attended the
Ontario College of Art and Design for three
years. This was the period in which Ms. Wang
studied the paintings of the Group of Seven
and was inspired by the philosophy and style of
this group. She endorses the idea of painting
with freedom and passion. In 2009 Ms. Wang
received a bachelor degree in Fine Arts with the
distinction of honour from the Ontario College
of Art and Design (OCAD).
Upon graduation, Ms. Wang went back to China to study the Chinese Inside-of-Bottle painting
craft under the guidance of Mr. Xishan Wang, the master of this art craft. She learned the Chinese
philosophy of painting with a balanced mind.
After years of studying skills of western oil painting and Chinese painting Ms. Wang is in a unique
position to create a style of her own. She embeds the Chinese balanced approach to her western
oil paintings. At the same time she incorporates the western style of freedom and passion into her
Chinese inside-of-bottle craft.
From 2009 to the present, Ms Wang has created many
paintings and crafts of her own. Her works have been
exhibited in 2011 & 2015 at the McKay Art Gallery in Unionville,
Ontario, and in 2014 the Xian Gallery in Hebel province of
P. R. China.

Inside of Bottle Painting 2017
Landscape Series 1
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Inside of Bottle Painting 2017

Jianqing in the Qing Dynasty
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Nature's Balance 2017

The Wilcox Lake
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Paula Wesley Stö:lo / Tsimshian
Born in Terrace, BC, Canada in 1976, Paula Wesley
started experimenting with art at age four. Her
late grandfather, a renowned Tsimshian carver,
acquainted Paula with wood sculpting and
design which Paula applied to her functional
art designs and sculptures years later. In 2010,
Paula began studies at Freda Diesing School
of Northwest Coast Art at Terrace, B.C.; she
studied under Stan Bevan, Ken McNeil, and
Dean Heron learning the techniques of Old and
Modern Masters as well as art history. Each of
her experiences has taught her a passion for
knowledge about the art as well as continuously
developing new ways to explore and expand
her creativity.
“I am a First Nations artist because it is the
conduit to release the ideas and visuals I carry
daily. Since I was a little girl I have pursued
my own exploration of creativity, rooted in the
unconscious mind and nurtured with daily
practice using a variety of mediums of artistic expression. I am very passionate about my new
exploration of art.”

Indigenious Wood Carvings 2018
Frog Mask
This mask is decor to hang on the wall. These frog designs tell stories about a family’s common
history. Many of these stories and histories are told using a family’s or a clan’s crest. Ancestors for
Northwest Coast First Peoples are said to be from a very long time ago when people were said to be
able to take both animal and human form. This is why you might see (an) animal/s or supernatural
character painted on a mask belonging to the family. It is there to tell the story of the family that
lives inside.
Frog Bowl
The helper who watches over everything.
Raven Spoon
The raven designs tell stories about a family’s common history and are called crests. Often, they
tell about our ancestors, how the ancestors came to earth at the beginning of time, and it reminds
people of the place where the ancestors came from. A family’s connection to the story of their first
ancestors gives them wealth and ownership of certain songs, artwork, land, berry-picking areas
and fish areas related to the story.
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Frog Mask
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Frog Mask
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Frog Bowl
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Raven Wooden Spoon
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Leah Riddell
Leah Riddell is a photographer and graphic designer
who is Deaf. Riddell grew up in Belleville, Ontario
and was one of two Deaf daughters in a family of 5.
She attended the Sir James Whitney School for the
Deaf and went on to earn a Bachelor of Fine Arts in
Photography Arts Sciences from Rochester Institute
of Technology.
Riddell also develops ASL art and educational
materials for the ASL community to use and learn
from. A huge advocate for Deaf awareness, she
works with municipalities to provide training and
education to staff about creating a truly accessible
set of resources; she does not just meet but exceeds
the needs of Deaf individuals and families. Riddell
is a certified ASL Teacher and enjoys teaching ASL
to intervenors, families and the community. She is
a mentor and social promoter who cares deeply for
the success of accessibility programs because she
sees the direct and deep impact their success has on the lives and wellbeing of the community.
This exhibition is Riddell’s first and illuminates her work where she captures the natural expression
of Sign Language through her own creative perspective. It is her ultimate passion to share the
beauty and diversity of Canada’s (American) Sign Language with Deaf and hearing alike.
Photography is her medium of choice to capture expressions of Sign Language. The hands of our
bodies have always played a key role in the development of her work. As a visual communicator
and storyteller, she aims to awaken and inspire her audience through relatable encounters that
are authentic, raw, and pure. This particular collection is meant to unabashedly educate audiences
that Sign Language is more than simple hand play – it is emotional, it is experiential, it is physically
manifested, and most importantly, it is cultural; it belongs to the Deaf community and deserves to
be honoured and celebrated.
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Earth, Fire, Water, Wind: De'VIA Photography 2018

Top Left: Earth
Top Right: Fire
Bottom Right: Wind
Bottom Left: Water
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Kashif Bin Arif
Kashif is a highly talented and creative photographer
and graphic designer, with experience in
portrait photography, documentaries, landscape
photography, and design.
Born in Santa Ana, California, USA, of Pakistani
parents, he grew up in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
Kashif’s parents and siblings moved to Pakistan
when he was 9 years old and he was sent to live with
his uncle and aunt’s family in Mississauga, Ontario.
His parents believed that in Canada he would get
a better education, health care and be able to learn
American Sign Language He is proudly an American,
a Canadian and a Pakistani. Kashif is thankful for his
parents’ support, care, love and faith in him.
Kashif combines documentary and theory in his
creative process. After studying graphic design
in college, he became a graphic designer, but his
childhood love of portrait photography became
a passion which he wished to combine with his
design work. In the fall of 2017, he began attending the Ryerson University Photography Program
in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
His goal is to increase his skills and experience in maternity, couple and family portrait photography
and collecting more documentary stories of daily life. Travel and experience in night and event
photography are also important to him.

Documentary of Accessibility Barriers 2018
“Disability is not the problem, accessibility is the problem”.
This photography documentary highlights the struggle people face in overcoming the barriers to
accessing transportation and communicating in daily life. Entire communities have difficulty with
barriers daily. Images are used to show the problem. How can they achieve better access if people
don’t understand their needs? We are all fighting for accessibility and good communication in the
future. We need better accessibility laws.
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Deaf Crows Collective Contributing Artists

Joanne Weber

Allard Thomas

Joanne Weber, PhD, 2018, is a CRC Research
Chair (Tier 2) in Deaf Education at the University
of Alberta. Living and working in Regina,
Saskatchewan, she researches how the arts
can contribute to Deaf education. She received
the Governor General Academic Gold Medal in
June 2019. Her books, The Pear Orchard (poetry)
and The Deaf House (creative non-fiction) were
finalists in the Saskatchewan Book Awards
(2007, 2013). She is a playwright, whose play,
Thousand Ladders is slated for production in
June 2021. Joanne is currently writing another
play, Deaf Settlers. She is the artistic director of
Deaf Crows Collective.

Allard is the Deaf Elder at Winston Knoll
Collegiate Deaf and Hard of Hearing Program
and a member of the administrative team
for Deaf Crows Collective. His acting credits
include the Storyteller in the plays, Deaf Crows
and Apple Time. He also assists with set design,
creation of stage props and puppet fabrication.
He provides the ASL consultation to actors and
the scripts for original plays by the Deaf Crows
Collective. He is active in various organizations
of/for the Deaf locally, provincially, and nationally
as an advocate and supporter.
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Jacqueline (Sable) Fink
Sable Fink’s credits include acting in Deaf Crows, Apple Time and in a
professional award-winning movie called Der Glockner. She became
involved with Deaf Forest as a means to document her experience of
living with hearing loss.

Mustafa Alabssi
Mustafa Alabssi immigrated to Canada from Syria in 2017. His languages
are American Sign Language, Arabic Sign Language and English.
He performed the role of a clown in Apple Time. In the summer 2018
Mustafa played the role of a Deaf character, Ryan, in a Netflix zombie
series called Black Summer. He performed with movie star Jamie King.
He became involved with Deaf Forest upon his arrival in Canada as a
student at Thom Collegiate.

Fatima Nafisa
Fatima acted in Deaf Crows, Apple Time, Thousand Ladders and Deaf
Settlers. Fatima is gifted artistically and designs puppets and stage
props. Her languages include Bengali, English, and ASL. Fatima became
involved with Deaf Forest as a means to document her experience of
living with hearing loss.

Shayla Tanner
Shayla is an indigenous actor from Cowessess First Nation. She
performed in Deaf Crows, Apple Time and Thousand Ladders Down. She
looks forward to performing in the upcoming plays, Thousand Ladders
and Deaf Settlers. Shayla is gifted artistically and designs puppets and
stage props. Shayla became involved with Deaf Forest as a visual artist
and contributed tremendously to the project. Her involvement began as
a way to express her experience of living with hearing loss.

Richard Pangman
Richard is an Indigenous Actor from Ebb N’ Flow First Nation. He is a
certified Welder. Richard performed in Apple Time. He has skills in
carpentry, stage lighting, magic and unicycle riding. Richdard has
worked on the set of 5 O’Clock as a lighting and sound assistant. He
became involved with Deaf Forest as a means to express his experience
of a person living with hearing loss.
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Kainat Wahid
Kainat immigrated to Canada from Pakistan in 2017. She performed
in Apple Time. Kainat is a skilled seamstress. Her languages are Urdu,
ASL and English. Kainat became involved with Deaf Forest as a student
at Thom Collegiate Deaf & Hard of Hearing Program; the experience
quickly became one in which she could relate her feelings of growing
up in Pakistan with hearing loss.

Ilhan Abdi
Ilhan arrived in Canada from Somolia in 2018. She performed in Apple
Time. Ilhan is a skilled seamstress and dancer. She currently lives in
Toronto. Her languages are Somali, English and American Sign Language.
Ilhan became involved in Deaf Forest upon her arrival to Canada as a
student at Thom Collegiate DHH Program.

Camry Poorman-Yasinowski
Camry Poorman-Yasinowski is a hard of hearing Saulteaux woman
from the Muskowekwan First Nation. She is a skilled visual artist with
experience in set and prop design. She has an interest in cosmetology
and demonstrates great skill with hair and makeup. Camry became
involved with Deaf Forest as student of Thom Collegiate Deaf & Hard of
Hearing Program.

Alex Bristow
Alex is a Deaf Métis man from Regina, Saskatchewan. He currently resides
in Radium, British Columbia. His languages are English and American
Sign Language. He performed in Deaf Crows and Apple Time. Alex
became involved with Deaf Forest as a means to his express experience
of living with hearing loss and language deprivation.

Oscar
Oscar acted in Deaf Crows. He is scheduled to perform in Deaf Cabinet
in 2021. Oscar is a hip-hop dancer. His languages are American Sign
Language and English.
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Deaf Forest 2018

Hearing Forest

Hard of Hearing Forest
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Deaf Forest
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Mehdi Safavi
Born in Isfahan, Iran’s City of Architecture and Design,
Mehdi Safavi is a Deaf Iranian artist. He graduated
with an Associate Degree in Graphic Design from
the College of Fine Arts and had his own graphic
design business for seven years until he left Iran in
2009. He currently resides in Toronto, Canada. Since
he has moved to Canada, Mehdi has been involved
in professional photography, videography, graphic
design, visual arts and interior design. Mehdi has been
an active member of the Toronto Deaf community,
working as a Language Instruction for Newcomers
to Canada (LINC) teacher and an American Sign
Language and Farsi Sign Language translator and
interpreter. Mehdi loves to mentor and inspire Deaf
newcomers and young adults interested in art and
graphic design.

Can You Read My Face? 2019
This photography exhibition has significant personal impact for me. When I moved to Canada I
was struck by the clear representation of facial grammar among Deaf Canadians. In Iran, as a Deaf
person, I was raised primarily in an oral environment. After moving to Canada and learning ASL, I
was personally moved by their strong facial expressions, which I can now feature as a Deaf artist.
This Deaf View Image Art (De’VIA) exhibit uses photography and graphic design on print to highlight,
not only the language on our hands, but, more importantly, the language which exists on our faces.
This exhibit, therefore, has the potential to impact both Hearing and Deaf people who don’t know
ASL. Deaf people from other countries, who have never been exposed to the use of facial expression
as an integral component of their respective languages, will be greatly impacted.
My De’VIA photography creatively highlights facial expressions representing a variety of emotions.
These emotions parallel vocal inflections which, in turn, represent an immense diversity of emotions
and meaning found in all languages.
I have artistically highlighted grammatical facial expressions of Deaf individuals from the
international community, including Cameroon, China, India, Italy, Iran, Jamaica, Kenya, Nepal, Sri
Lanka, Dominican Republic, Afghanistan, Guyana, Somalia, Vietnam, Philippine and Syria. These
individuals see themselves, as representing their own countries, with the strong facial expressions
and facial grammar of the ASL language depicted in the collage of new Deaf Canadians.
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Maryam Hafizirad
Maryam Hafizirad is a Deaf Canadian Persian
painter and sculptor. Graduate of Isfahan
University of Fine Arts (2002) with her first
exhibition at age 18 in Iran, her award-winning
exhibitions have been featured in Iran, China,
Germany, Malaysia, India & Canada. Maryam’s
Persian classical early works were dark in
subject and colour with women’s faces and
bodies forbidden. When she moved to Malaysia
and settled in Canada, her work transformed.
She began painting bright Persian and De’VIA
metaphors (acrylic, crushed coloured glass
and watercolour) - pomegranates (symbols
of hidden love released) fish in water (sincere
human beings in her silent world of pure
beauty) and birds (embodying her newfound
freedom in this country). The third phase of her
work fuses these symbols in large mixed media
installation experiences with ceramic, colourful,
glazed sculptures, handshapes and large eyes
affirming her Deaf identity, graceful language,
quiet strength and life itself.

UnMasked 2019/2020
Visitors will discover a world of Deaf people in a sea of faces revealed through Maryam’s innovative
and beautiful installation. Maryam’s exhibition displays photos of both hearing and Deaf people
amongst us, painting & quote; “who they are” behind the layered photo boxes. Each box opens
to reveal a hidden painting on paper on wood, disclosing their Deaf or hearing identities through
symbols and stories in her magnificent art inside each one.
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Samareh Harirchian
An Iranian Deaf artist, Samareh graduated in Fine
Arts from Varamin University in Iran in 2009. She
moved to Canada in 2017 and joined the Adult
Education Program at Bob Rumball Canadian
Centre of Excellence for the Deaf in 2018.
Samareh discovered her passion for painting
when she was 10 years old and started delving
into Negargari, Persian miniature painting, at
the age of 14. She also enjoys working with
black pen. Her artwork is currently focused on
women’s freedom and equality, topics which
she was unable to explore while living in Iran.
She often uses water and fish in her work as
she believes they are symbols of purity. Outside
of her own projects, Samareh loves teaching
Deaf children how to paint.

Blue Girl: Freedom From Despair 2020
This exhibition focuses on my dream of freedom for all women and for me as a Deaf woman. My
artwork contrasts my life as a woman without freedom in Iran and my dream of freedom experienced
here in Canada. Inspiration for this exhibit of eight acrylic artworks is the true, recent event of “The
Blue Girl” as she is known in the media. Sahar Khodayari died in September 2019 having set herself
on fire rather than face serving her prison sentence because it was discovered that she had attended
soccer games by disguising herself as male. Soccer is forbidden to females in Iran. Sahar is known
in the news as “The Blue Girl’ internationally because of the shade of azure she had painted her face
to support her beloved soccer team Esteghlal FC, in Iran. My previous work focused on freedom
with women, flowers, fish and joy. This tragic story sparked in me the desire to contrast the lack of
freedom we experience in Iran as women with the freedom we experience and can share here in
Canada. I share it in this solo exhibition to raise awareness of our collective experience as women
and to release this through my new-found freedom here as a Deaf female artist.
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Top Left: Blue Girl
Top Right: Blue Girls
Bottom Right: Political Woman and Man
Bottom Left: Equal Woman and Man
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Top: Women who can't sign
Bottom: Woman in the mirror
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Prison Woman
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